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YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

Over 10 + years in financial engineering

NOTABLE ACHIEVEMENTS TO SHARE

Lead Developer & Architect of WOA02

Donald Beaudry
DEVELOPER & ARCHITECT

WOA



WOA 

ADVANCED AI_ML

 

RISK ADVERSE 

 

FULLY AUTOMATED
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WOA

OVERALL

ACCURATE

AI_ 

TRADING
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WOA
 abilities

WOA HIGHLIGHTS 

Characteristic 1

Ai_ Technology
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Characteristic 2

Overall Profitable Returns

Characteristic 3

Cloud Based

Characteristic 4

Fully Automated



Notable projects

WOA IS A FULLY CLOUD BASED SYSTEM RUN

ON AWS, AMAZON WEB SERVICES -

POWERED BY MULTIPLE FEEDS FROM A

VARIETY OF SERVICES SUCH AS 

BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL  
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WOA



WOA
project 1

WOA Technology is able, over time,

to predict, with a high degree of

accuracy, market turns.  The most

important benefit for this capability is

to consistently produce profitable

outcomes.
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Cloud based via Amazon

Web Services, WOA is able

to connect to any account

world wide and to be

remotely controlled and

monitored.

WOA CREATIVITY
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WOA
project 2

Constant monitoring and

maintence by WOA.  Benefits of

this are immense - WOA is a full

service engineered platform.

CREATIVE PORTFOLIO
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WOA
project 3
CONNECTIVITY

Monitor results via a computer, smart

phone, even an iWatch.

EMAIIL UPDATES

Monitor results by receiving constant

updates via email.

TRANSPARENCY

Monitor a wide variety of data results

on a client's account via daily reports. CREATIVE PORTFOLIO



WOA project 4
WOA team of financial engineers monitors all client accounts in

real time to assure everything is running smoothly. CREATIVE PORTFOLIO 11
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WOA

PROJECT 5

Clients have the ability to

open accounts with no-

preset lock up periods.
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WOA tech Artificial Intelligence & Machine Learning

are at the cornerstone and driver of WOA



WOA co-location
WOA is run through a number of hubs to

co-locate a client's account to maximise the

fastest possible connection for entry and exit

points in trading.  Bloomberg Professional

Services, among others, is deployed to

assure the optimal in quality control.
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What is WOA?
 

WOA is a high precision machine learning, trading system created by the developer of WOA,

Donald Beaudry, in conjunction with Google's Tensorflow.

 

 

 

 

 
 



What Question Should an Investor

Always Ask?
 

Most investors and traders ask - how much can I make? The question should be - how much

can I lose? What are the risks associated with making X amount? In WOA we have been able

to achieve a sharp ratio of 3.2 since 2019.

 

WOA is designed to trade on client accounts which can either be for an individual, business

or fund. WOA is also designed for wealth creation - medium, as well as long term

investments, retirement planning and both conservative and aggressive investing.



How are these returns possible?
 

Building out an overall profitable model like WOA, that continuously over time produces

positive returns, is extremely challenging on many levels. In fact, until the past few years,

existing technology was such that what we can now do was not even possible then.

 

With the vast recent improvement in technology and computational power and with tools

such as machine learning, a sub-category of artificial intelligence, WOA has been able to

break down certain impossibilities in trading. The end result is what I call the God Particle -

the ability to see what has never been able to be seen in the markets before now.

 

These technological advancements, in my opinion, have led to an absolute explosion of

opportunity in trading in the past few years. As a result, this may be the first time a truly risk-

adverse, overall profitable model on a scale like WOA has ever been achieved.



 

How

Does

This 

Work

WOA currently works with some of the most prestigious brokerages with

offices - in New York, London & Hong Kong. 

 

Account opening is straight forward and simple. Once an account is open

and funded, WOA can begin trading around 2-4 weeks after WOA is

connected to the client account.

 

All accounts are fully transparent and every client will have their own

individual account held in their own name. WOA will only have the ability to

trade on the client's account with no pre-set lock up period of any kind.

WOA is paid a commission quarterly the net profits of the accounts

performance.

 

Key Points>Every client has their own account, in their own name, fully

under their control at all times, directly with the brokerage.



WOA

key

points

>WOA is a machine learning trading system that has the proven track

record to produce overall consistently profitable returns.

 

>WOA uses a high-water-mark system.

 

>WOA is able to run on client accounts which are high net worth

individuals, businesses and funds, including US clients.

 

>WOA Fees

-No account opening fee, No management fee.

 

>WOA system x2.0

Please contact us directly for more information for custom designed

parameters.

 

>For more information, www.woa.technology



Deep Industry Knowledge
 

Producing consistently profitable returns is no small task. Although past successes are no

guarantee of future results, we believe our state of the art technology utilizing machine

learning (ML), artificial intelligence (Ai) and advanced computer technology gives us, and our

clients, an unparalleled opportunity to continue to succeed in the world of trading.



Years of Experience 
 

The developer of WOA, Donald Beaudry, has been in different aspects of the trading business

for over 2 decades.  He is a highly experienced quant and financial engineer who has

experience in Ai, ML systems architecture in the financial markets and the building out of

trading systems.



WOA
www.woa.technology

info@woa.technology



Let's work
together

EMAIL

info@woa.technology

WEB

www.woatechnology.com

ADDRESS

WeWork, 3101 Park Blvd

Palo Alto, Silicon Valley

California, 94306 USA
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